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staff every month. This monthly meets will enhance the understanding of PCHS
the same. These monthly addresses will be recorded and saved for future reference.
We also understanding the importance of the 94 calls pending to action and
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We take responsibility to address Two separate themes including; Missing and
Murdered Indigenous women and Residential schools. This will include a wide
discussion and an educational campaign about the two standing issues.
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We will also set up a visual display of the photos, paintings and other pieces of
arts depicting the Indigenous communities or made by them. We will ensure that
these art exhibitions are attended by the South Asian community.
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HOW WILL YOU
HANDLE YOUR
FEARS?
Richard Brody

This article will attempt to, briefly, consider, examine, review, and discuss, this component
of our lives, and how, to proceed, forward, most effectively.

When we handle a fear, proactively, our ability to control it,
becomes best!

F

rom time, to time,

or positive, productive, steps, and

problems, and its effect, on your

each of us, faces

learning, because of these. With,

mindset, as compared to adapting to

something, and/

that in mind, this article will attempt

perceived - challenges! Most of us,

or, someone, which

to, briefly, consider, examine, review,

avoid what we consider, a problem,

makes us afraid,

and discuss, this component of our

while a challenge, often, conjures

fearful, and/ or, overly - stressed!

lives, and how, to proceed, forward,

- up, something to overcome, and

However, the difference, between,

most effectively.

be challenged by. Think about this,

left - unattended, usually become, far

ATTITUDE

create perceptions, which have an

- worse!

If/ when, one proceeds, consistently,

inspiring, side - effect, and emphasis?

overall happiness, satisfaction,

from the perspective of our great-

with a well - considered, realistic,

and controlling these feelings, and

est athletes, and why, most, want to

positive, can - do, attitude, rather than

letting them, control you, is, often,

OBSTACLES

what you do, how you proceed, your

Problems versus challenges: When

attitude and mindset, and whether

faced with an obstacle, do you

you are ready, willing, and able, to,

perceive it, as a problem, or a chal-

proactively, handle and confront

lenge? The difference is far more

PROACTIVE VERSUS
PROCRASTINATE

your fears! Nobel Prize Winner, Dr.

than a semantic - one, but, often, dif-

When we handle a fear, proactively,

Hans Selye, extensively studied, the

ferentiates, between, our willingness,

our ability to control it, becomes

impact, of how we handle stress,

to use it, proactively, and proceed,

best! On the other hand, if/ when, we

and whether, we transform stresses,

forward, or let it debilitate, and con-

procrastinate, these delays, often,

to what he referred to, as, eustress,

trol us! Consider, how you perceive

make things far worse, because,

take, the so - called, last shot!

COMFORT ZONE
Restrict, versus, expand: Will you be
restricted, and limited by, the self imposed, restrictions of, your comfort

a negative one, we consider taking actions, which, often/ generally, benefit
us!

path, far - less, taken, and proactively,

GOALS

expand these limitations, and do,

Always, consider the quality, and

timely manner?

PCHS Health Magazine

confidence, focused on maximizing,
self - help?
It's up, to you, whether, fears debilitate, and limit you, or, you use the lessons, learned, to become better, and

zone? Or, are you ready, to pursue the

what's needed, in a well - considered,

Will you try to maximize your self -

stronger, into the future! Which path,
will you choose?

reasons, for your personal goals! How
will you focus on your priorities, and
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Critical Thinking
Can Someone Rebel
By Raising Their
Consciousness?
Oliver Jr
Cooper
My experience was
essential thing

It will be essential for someone to do something,
either by themselves or with the help of others,
which will allow them to change how things are. It

ANOTHER ANGLE

A KEY POINT

However, what if this approach typi-

The reason why trying to change

cally does more harm than good and

something can do more harm than

there is a far more effective way of

good is because what is resisted is

changing the world? At this point,

what will both persist and grow. On a

TWO MESSAGES

someone could wonder how this is so

physical level, this can be hard to ac-

and what the other option is.

cept as the way to change something

So, when someone is resisting some-

is to do something about it.

feelings and emotions, amongst other
things.

thing, they are intellectually sending
out a clear message that they don't
want something but they are emotion-

This can show that they believe that

ally feeding into the very reality that

will be all about the doing, not the sitting and hoping

Nonetheless, what takes place on this

they don't want. This is due to the fact

that things will get better.

taking action and doing something.

level is held in place by what is taking

that although their conscious mind un-

Thus, what could be seen as the mas-

place at the level of the unseen - con-

derstands negation, their unconscious

culine approach to change, will be the

sciousness. This can be seen as a field

mind doesn't.

only option that exists.

that is made up of beliefs, thoughts,

someone wanted to
change their society or
even the world, there
are a number of things
that they could end up

doing. For example, they could take part
in a protest, sign a petition and/or vote
for a certain politician/party.

ABOUT AUTHOR
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when it comes to changing the status quo, it could be said that this will only take place by
doing things. If someone was to simply sit around and hope that the world will change, it
is unlikely to do much.

the only way to change the world is by

If

Author, transformational
writer, teacher and
consultant, Oliver JR
Cooper, hails from
England. His insightful
commentary and analysis
covers all aspects of
human transformation,
including love, partnership,
self-love, self-worth, inner
child and inner awareness.

Column

<< R E C O M M E N D E D >>

Alternatively, if they were happy to break
the law, they could block off a road/
motorway and vandalise buildings. In
all of these cases, they will be rebelling
through what they do.

THE ONLY OPTION
Now, when it comes to changing the
status quo, it could be said that this will
only take place by doing things. If someone was to simply sit around and hope
that the world will change, it is unlikely to
do much.

Based on this, it will be essential for
someone to do something, either by
themselves or with the help of others,
which will allow them to change how
things are. It will be all about the doing,
not the sitting and hoping that things will
get better.

PCHS Health Magazine
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To change what is going on "out

ing their reality and influencing what

able to embody that which they want

there", then, it will be vital for them

takes place on the planet as a whole.

to see externally.

Taking this into account, if someone

The changes that are made to their

wants to live in a world that is more

own consciousness will end up im-

loving, peaceful and harmonious, for

pacting the collective consciousness.

instance, they will need to be these

They are then just one person but the

things. On the other hand, being

impact that they can have can't be

against hate, conflict and disharmo-

underestimated.

to take their attention away from
what they don't want and to direct it
towards what they do want. By doing
this, what they don't want will no
longer be feeding off their energy and
they will be able to start creating a
new reality.

ny, will just cause them to feed into

THE OTHER OPTION

and help sustain this reality.

FINAL THOUGHTS

Clearly, this approach is less about
doing the right things and more about
be-eing the right things. When taking
action is seen as the only way to
change something, this can just be
seen as being passive and waiting for
things to change.

IT'S LESS APPEALING

Another way of looking at this would

Still, when someone is trying to

world is a bit like someone trying to

change the world, they won't have to

clear their dirty glasses by cleaning

face their own inner wounds. Also,

a window. This approach is likely to

this can allow them to feel powerful

consume their time and energy but it

and to receive a fair amount of ap-

won't truly change anything.

be to say that trying to change the

proval from others.
In reality, one will be embracing their
feminine aspect when this takes
place, and this form of non-action will
be far more effective than trying to
change what is taking place externally. What this also illustrates is
although someone's mind will create
the impression that they are separate
from everyone and everything; this is
nothing more than an illusion.

If the world is someone's mirror, the
Conversely, if they were to focus

way for them to make a difference

on being the change as opposed

will be to clean up their own con-

to purely trying to create change, it

sciousness. This most likely won't al-

would be necessary for them to be

low them to receive any awards, to be

with themselves and this is likely to

pumped up with anger or to receive

mean that they will come into contact

much approval from others, but it will

with inner material that is painful. The

allow them to play their part

pain that is within them will need to
be embraced and worked through.

ALL CONNECTED,
ALL ONE
If someone was actually separate
from everyone and everything, it
wouldn't matter what was taking
place inside them, inside their own
consciousness, as it wouldn't impact
the external world. Yet, as this is
nothing more than an illusion, what is
taking place inside them is co-creat-
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RAISING THEIR VIBRATION
But, as painful as it is likely to be for
them to face and to work through
their inner wounds, it will be a process that will allow them to raise their
own consciousness. To gradually go
from someone who seldom embodies that which they want to see externally, to someone who is frequently
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Why Worry?
Make it all
Good

I know, many of us would love to think that there are accidents
instead of lessons being taught. But, the synchronicity of life
works like this: Self responsibility and self-corrections are not
rights, they are necessities, especially if we want to get things
Salvino V. Provino

I

ndeed, good and bad are

tions? Some can say yes, some can

in the eyes of the beholder

say no, I can definitely say yes. That is

who works definitely to-

also where this article is coming from:

ward either condition. The

It is coming a place of "let go, but do

worst or best way to live is

not give up", that is all it comes down

determined by our consciousness. Re-

to in reality. Go toward the good, not

cently, I was thinking of the old saying

the bad when letting go and not giving

"as one sows, so shall they reap". Real-

up to get the genuine result you want.

ity works that way. There are not any

After all, ultimately, the bad is only re-

accidents. I know, many of us would

sistance, and the good is genuinely

love to think that there are accidents

acceptance of the good for the good

instead of lessons being taught.

that it is.

But, the synchronicity of life works

Reality is a double-edged equal sword

like this: Self-responsibility and self-

and we decide ultimately which way it

corrections are not rights, they are ne-

cuts. This is where results count with

cessities, especially if we want to get

our genuine choice of where to swing,

things genuinely right.

and how to accept situations and reali-

Recently, I faced a moral crisis and I

ties that come our ways.

REALITY IS A DOUBLE-EDGED EQUAL SWORD AND WE

realized that the best advice on how

Realities and results are one in the

to deal with it comes from myself and

same, and ultimately no matter if on

DECIDE ULTIMATELY WHICH WAY IT CUTS. THIS IS

my meditations, not from outside, any-

purpose or by accident, we create

WHERE RESULTS COUNT WITH OUR GENUINE CHOICE

where. So, when I came up with my

them both. So, why worry, if it is not

title, that is what I was thinking about:

good, work it good. If it is bad, same

Why worry, make it all good through

difference. Why get angry? I can only

handing the whole problem over to a

say, "get busy, get right under your own

deeper place instead of worrying in a

estimation, then get good." What is

shallow way.

there to lose, there is greatness to win

OF WHERE TO SWING, AND HOW TO ACCEPT SITUATIONS AND REALITIES THAT COME OUR WAYS.

Sure, it sounds a little too simple, a little too easy, and a little too direct. But
have we not let go of some problems

by our own ultimately right choices
about what happens in life and existence.

in life this way and found their solu-

PCHS Health Magazine
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GARDEN CARE

Are You Doing
It Right?
Dan Licamara

G

arden care is

cold weather. This way, you will have

The nutrients that are needed by

important for the

two types of plants.

the plants should be in the soil. You

health of your
plants. It is better
to use natural

materials such as crushed shells and
pebbles to build structures for flower
pots.
Do not expose your plants to
chemicals, sunlight, or other harmful
substances. Allowing a few hours of
exposure can be good for the plant.
In fact, direct sunlight for a few hours
can protect the young leaves from
damage, especially during the hottest
part of the day.
Soil is essential to the survival of
your plants. Mixing the ingredients
and applying them to the soil is very
important.
When choosing plants, try to use
herbs that can tolerate cold weather.
You can also use one herb that can
survive exposure to direct sunlight
and another that is not sensitive to

Plant all of your plants in one pot,
to avoid root rot. If the soil is full of
cracks and holes, this can cause waterlogged conditions. Use a pot with a
drainage hole.
Water the plants at least twice a week,
for best results. But, if your garden
is small, it is not necessary to water
every day. Regular watering will help
the soil stay moist all year round.
When doing any gardening activity, be
careful not to disturb the roots. You
will be surprised how much root rot
can happen if you disturb the soil. So,
be careful when planting and avoid
digging into the ground.
Utilizing the sun, rather than the lights,
is a safe method to kill insects. You

should take advantage of the rainy
season to spread the fertilizer around
the plants. Even if the weather is cold,
but the garden is full of weeds, it is
better to use fertilizer.
When watering the plants, make sure
to wash out all the water and soil. If
you don't wash the soil completely,
you will be able to damage the plants.
When the roots are wet, you can use
a sponge or washcloth to get rid of
excess water.
Always check on the health of your
plants before going to bed. When you
are using natural garden supplies, your
plants will be healthier. Find out more
garden care tips from this article and
grow beautiful flowers, vegetables,
and herbs.

can place a plastic sheet over the

PLANT ALL OF YOUR
PLANTS IN ONE POT, TO
AVOID ROOT ROT. IF THE
SOIL IS FULL OF CRACKS
AND HOLES, THIS CAN

plants and leave it overnight. In the
morning, remove the plastic sheet and

CAUSE WATERLOGGED

replace it with an aluminum foil.

CONDITIONS. USE A POT
September 2021 | 12
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WITH A DRAINAGE HOLE
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Text by Khadija Mohamed

Homelessness

What is
Homelessness?

Poverty is one of the major factors contributing to homelessness.
Increasing the amount of affordable housing options can help more
people exit the cycles of homelessness and poverty within Ontario.

The Canadian
Rental Housing

Welcome

equate housing is a fundamental

(using data obtained from the 2016

human right, as outlined within the

Census) shows that 1 in 5 renters

to Housing Issues, a column dedi-

International Covenant on Economic,

within the Region of Peel spend more

cated to documenting my journey

Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR),”

than half of their income on hous-

learning and exploring the causes

Everyone has the right to a standard

ing, greatly increasing their risk of

behind the rampant housing issues

of living adequate for the health

experiencing homelessness2. This

within the Region of Peel and the

and well-being of [themselves] and

is concerning. Poverty is one of the

Province at large. Join me monthly,

of [their] family, including adequate

major factors contributing to home-

as we investigate factors leading

food, clothing, and housing, and

lessness. Increasing the amount of

to our housing crisis, and efforts

to the continuous improvement of

affordable housing options can help

that aim to address the root causes

living conditions”1. With the current

more people exit the cycles of home-

of homelessness within the area.

homelessness crisis within Ontario,

lessness and poverty within Ontario.

Today’s column is taking an introduc-

this definition highlights that we have

tory look into how homelessness

a human rights violation occurring all

is defined and potential causes for

around us here within the Region

homelessness.

of Peel.

Canada has recognized that ad-

The Canadian Rental Housing Index
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Before we can begin tackling the other

instability. Due to the many factors

factors that lead to homelessness, it’s

contributing to homelessness, tak-

important to begin with a shared defi-

ing a one-size fits all approach does

nition so that we approach this issue

not apply for every community and

with a common understanding. The

all circumstances. Therefore, when

Canadian Observatory on Homeless-

looking to address issues surrounding

ness (COH) has defined homeless-

homelessness, it’s important identify

ness as “the situation of an individual,

where in the spectrum the housing or

family, or community without stable,

shelter circumstance the individual

Index (using data

safe, permanent, appropriate housing,

falls within. The types include unshel-

or the immediate prospect means and

tered, emergency sheltered, provision-

obtained from

ability of acquiring it.

ally accommodated, and at risk of

the 2016 Census)

Contrary to popular belief, homeless-

homelessness.
ness solely an issue regarding housing

shows that 1 in
5 renters within
the Region of Peel
spend more than
half of their income
on housing, greatly
increasing their
risk of experiencing
homelessness

PCHS Health Magazine
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Types of
Homelessness?

T

he types of home-

accessing them, including: emer-

lessness one can

gency overnight shelters, women and

experience in their

children’s shelters, and short-term

lifetime, often is

shelters to name a few.

not static. There-

homelessness can fall on a spectrum

PROVISIONALLY
ACCOMMODATED

between acute and chronic, as well as

Refers to people who are within

completely unsheltered to at risk; with

situations where they are technically

the ability to flow through all those

homeless without permanent shelter,

states throughout their experience

but are able to access temporary

with homelessness. Below are the

accommodations. The very nature

types of homelessness, and some

of these accommodations are their

examples to further highlight them:

impermanence.

UNSHELTERED

The types of short-term accommo-

Refers to people who do not have

dations vary from those provided

housing nor shelter accommodations.

by the governments or non-profit

Some examples include residing

organizations (i.e. transitional hous-

in public parks, squatting in vacant

ing, withdrawal management centres,

buildings, living in their cars, or living

penal/mental health institutions, etc.)

in tents.

or personally made arrangements

fore, it is important to recognize that

(i.e. couch surfing with friends/family,

EMERGENCY SHELTERED

motels, or hostels, etc.).

Refers to people who cannot secure

shelter and other accommodations.
There are different types of shelters,
depending on the need and who is

September 2021 | 16

curity (due to several factors) and are
therefore at imminent risk of homelessness. As the risk factors increase
and build upon one another, the risk
of homeless increases similarly.

permanent housing of their own, and
are therefore relying on emergency

housing is lacking in stability or se-

AT RISK OF
HOMELESSNESS

To access more information about

Refers to people who are not techni-

with further examples to illustrate the

cally homeless, however their current

subcategories, please visit the Cana-

the different types of homelessness,

PCHS Health Magazine

dian Observatory on Homelessness3.

tions where they must reach out for

is a severe lack in affordable housing

As a program coordinator within the

assistance to increase their chances

options available and a lack in supports

Sahara Support Services at PCHS, the

of remaining housed. There is so much

to those facing – or at risk of facing

overwhelming majority of my clients

shame and stigma surrounding the

– homelessness in this province. This

fall within the final category and are

issue of housing and homelessness.

particular category and the risk factors

either at imminent risk or precariously

Particularly within an area such as the

increasing homelessness for those at

housed. I have heard countless stories

Region of Peel, where a significant

risk or precariously housed is one that

of how sudden illness, precarious

portion of the housing available are

I hope to explore further within the next

employment, or experiencing a global

within suburbs, where a large portion

issue of this column.

pandemic has placed many in situa-

of homelessness is hidden4. There

PCHS Health Magazine
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Love yourself to
make the world
Love you
THE 'SELF’ IS THE MOST IMPORTANT FOR
THE INDIVIDUAL. UNFORTUNATELY, WE
NEITHER CARE ABOUT IT NOR DO WE RECOGNIZE THE NEED TO PAMPER IT.

Teen Book Review
Vidhi Sharma, Youth Volunteer, Brampton Library

BLACK MIRROR
Author:		
Language:
Cover:		
Pages:		
Price:		

Nancy Werlin
English
Hardcover/Paperback
249
$13.26

About the Author
Nancy Werlin has written 11 young adult novels, including fantasy (Impossible,
Extraordinary, and Unthinkable), suspense (The Killer's Cousin, Locked Inside,
Black Mirror, and And Then There Were Four), and realistic fiction (The Rules
of Survival, Are You Alone on Purpose, Zoe Rosenthal Is Not Lawful Good). She
has been a National Book Award finalist, an Edgar Award winner and finalist,
and a New York Times bestseller.

Black Mirror by Nancy Werlin
is an enthralling and mysterious novel
that grasps the reader as it travels

• Manjinder Bindra

T

through a journey of depression, self-

quote which says like

mind and thoughts, physical health

behaviour as well taking care of your

It begins with Frances Leventhal, who

this, “You can not

and body. It also includes increasing

emotions as well.

is relocated from her home to live
with her grandmother, at a tender age

lines made me thing that we always

experiment to enhance self-care:

think about our partner, our kids, our
parents, our duties and so on. But,
sadly in this web we often loose our
own self. Though, “self’ is the most
important for the individual. Unfortunately, we neither care about it nor do
we recognize the need to pamper it.
So in this article, I would like to throw
some light on what is self care? And
will also provide some healthy tips to
enhance self- care.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

of nine. A child from an inter-racial
marriage, her features and physical development are different from
others. As she matures to a young

Leave your phone outside bedroom at night.

woman, she is self conscious and

Get 7-8 hours of sleep.

refuses to look at herself in the mirror

Do some light exercise everyday.

and hides from herself and everyone

Travel and explore new places and your passion.

around her. When her brother, Daniel,

Celebrate small wins in life.

who is her best friend and confidant,

Eat healthy and nutritious food.

commits suicide, she somehow feels

Do 3 things in a week which make you happy.

knows Daniel had been extremely

to join and find answers to her many

your own well-being through self care

Here are some tips ideas for the readers which can be handy and easy to

friends at his private school. She also
involved with Unity Service, a chari-

Self- care means taking care of your

cup. Take care of yourself first”. This

feels responsible to speak to Daniel’s

doubt and suicide.

here is a beautiful

pour from an empty

as murder. To find out more, Frances

table organization, and is determined
questions. However, instead of finding
answers, Frances seems to be asking
more questions about Unity. What are
they trying to hide from her? These
questions are too ominous for Frances
to ignore, even if the results are finding
the truth about her brother, whom,
surprisingly, Frances finds out that she
did not know everything about.
This thrilling novel will have every teen
fascinated.

it is her fault. She even suspects it

Go star gazing.
Water your dreams and goals and push yourself to nurture them.
Read a good book.

The book is also available at Brampton Library
Click here to see
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PCHS Media
Shaping your thoughts
Our Shows
The Purple Tales
Weekly Punjabi News
InterGen
News & Views
Parchol
Khari Khari
Community Connection

For information about programs and their schedule please visit our website at www.pchsmedia.com
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MEET OUR NEW TEAM MEMBERS

I was born with a silver spoon
in my mouth......
Amanjot Swaich

Sheena Sabharwal

Coordinator, Newcomer

Supervisor, Newcomer

Connections Program

Settlement programs

Jeena Mahboob
Youth Worker

Parneet Waraich

(Dari speaking)

I

watched video featuring Lou

survive all the ordeals.

my Nani who gave me a platform to

Holtz, a famous American

As per me, letting a person vent out

realize that. We will never know –

coach on my friend’s recom-

during frustrating times is one of the

probably she saved me from clinical

mendation. Since a famous

purest forms of affection. When I

depression or a potential self-de-

American sportsperson, I

was going through a personal loss,

struction!

convincingly believed it that he must

and it was acrimonious. It made me

This is just one coin of the huge heap

have been born with a silver spoon in

bitter-I hated everything around. Be-

of wealth I received from people

his mouth. At that point he started to

ing bitter and hateful is the first step

around me. This probably made me a

explain why. It moved me. Because,

towards being depressed. But then

better listener or a better friend. This

despite that wealth all my life, only

there was my Nani, who would listen

also made me realize – it is now my

today I just realized that even I am

to me and allow me to vent without

turn to make sure my friends, even

born with a silver spoon. It took

giving advice or speculations. She

some strangers who need help, have

someone from the other side of the

would never interrupt for juicy details

silver spoon in their month.

world to explain to me its interpre-

or bad mouth the person in discus-

Now my house is always open. Tea

tation while explaining absolutely

sion. She would simply just let me

or coffee (in various forms, color and

different topic!

vent and always kept my secrets.

temperature) can be served in min-

Every opportunity or lack of it

During that time, I realized few things

utes. Bar is open. My kitchen table

-opened a door for me. Every opened

around the situation. The loss is

and living room are non-judgmental

door gave me a challenge. Every

inevitable, only you can fix it, having

– once you lounge in, it is difficult

challenge came with pain. Every pain

peace is better than the loss, world

to leave. The fridge is rarely empty,

came with the hands of support for

is a beautiful place for those who

but we can order in some more. Any

me. Every support came with love

expect less from other and expect

friend or family who needs to chat

and concern for my wellbeing. Isn’t

more from themselves. No one fixes

is welcome. I can talk, share a few

love the kind of wealth we all aspire

your problems but when you vent

laughs or just listen. I strongly feel

to have? The kind of love my Nani

out and throw out the confused and

this old value should never lose a

and parents gave me is unmatched.

biased emotions, you create space

battle to technology. It is important

Same goes for the support by my

in your mind to resolve them with a

to be present. It is important to drop

friends and acquaintances. Each had

firm mind and a stronger spirit. Even

in.

a role to play in making sure that I

though I realized it myself - but it was
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I am a woman
the symbol of strength!

Composing

A Rainbow

-Pooja Sharma-

-Jasmeet Vedi-

Composed a rainbow,

I am a woman, God’s most beautiful creation,

But they saw a shadow,

God embedded in my heart, tons of strength,

Dark like a grave.

resilience, empathy and patience!

Hush-hush! The father said,
Nobody should hear,

I am strong yet fragile, talkative yet silent,

We can’t keep such a ‘queer’

I feel pain yet smile, broken but still recon-

I wish! It weren’t so,

cile!

But the child was abandoned
To beg on unhappy streets,

I live for all that are mine, separated from me

Until a man came with work.

yet combined,

Maybe now the extinguished world could

I feel the hollow in my soul, just like isolated

shine with light a little

shoal!

The child knew
This day was another fight.

I feel the tides of emotions inside,

Taken to a bordello forcibly,

Yet I put a smile so bright!

The street urchins wept for their pal that
night.

Yes, I am a woman, God’s beautiful creation,

Even during the holocaust,

I am the epitome of strength and sacrifice,

Labelled with pink triangles,

I adore the scars as medals of life,

Their souls shrilled.

This is my beauty, how I define!

Years have passed since then

I am a woman, the symbol of strength!!

And may pass ahead!
Composing a rainbow,
But this world
Will always see a rumbling storm.
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